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Women of History by Hailey Gregg

“Featured are a few of the world’s most impactful female figures, including 
Harriet Tubman, Indira Gandhi, and my grandma.”

Belgium by Hailey Gregg

Note from the artist:
“Five points if you can find Waldo. Ten points if you can 

find the Ninja Turtle!”



Untitled by Chamberlain Bauman

I stare with wonder at a dying match
A manufactured splinter, thin and fair
It arches backward, curls against the black
Emits a smoky scream into the air

A glowing ember whispers from its head—
Perhaps it screams—yet muffled by the dark
It’s silenced now; what’s gray was black was red
A million futures snuffed before they spark

What raging fires could you have begun?
What smold’ring cities razed by those red eyes?
Had I released my grip and been undone
Had I knelt and, by fire, been baptized

But I am far from kneeling, far from strength
That weakest strength that pries fingers apart
And drops the match; no, there’s distance. Arm’s length
Between flames from matches and from my heart

Rattle by Chamberlain Bauman

A bitter whiplash, sweet adrenaline—
Sparked by our locking eyes, a simple gaze—
It is the life-blood, fierce and saccharine,
Of butterflies that in my stomach blaze

We both once felt that honey on our tongues:
Once golden, sweet, and dripping from our lips,
It slurred our speech, blushed cheeks, and filled our lungs;
And ignorance, with bliss, did we eclipse

But honey hardened under Time’s cruel toll
And sealed your mouth into a tight, curt grin
With edges sharp enough to pierce my soul
And release the butterflies that lived within

Now when, at night, plagued by the taste of heartbreak
I roll and toss and turn under the moon,
The sound under my ribs keeps me awake:
The rattle of a thousand dry cocoons



It’s All So 
Incredibly Loud 

by Grace Maré - 
Graphite Portrait

Warm Waters 
by Grace Maré - 

Acrylic on Sketchbook Paper

excerpt from It Starts with the Water by Kaden Soul
- Read more on page 16 -
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excerpt from Four Sunrises: 
Book One of Through the Tenebris 

by Joshua Maynard 
- Read more on page 13 -
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True Feelings 
by Trinity Gahimer

The darkness consumes the thoughts
The light falls into the void

The sun fades to black
As feelings start to lack

Monsters come from the deep
Ripping the joy from where it sleeps

You cry for normalcy a revert to the past
Praying the torment doesn’t last
Then you wake to your own bed

The sun back to its yellow-red
But as you sit and unwind

You realize your dream
Was how you feel inside 
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The Tree of Life by Riley Whitelaw Trippy Jimmy Hendrix by Riley Whitelaw



“A stream of pure white light poured out of her hand, swirled 
above Tronum’s skin, and seeped into his body.”

“He needed to be strong, he told himself. Strong like the huge 
stone column he leaned against. Like his father.”

«  Prologue  »



It Starts With the Water
by Kaden Soul

- Chapter One -

I began outlining the plot and characters of this 
fantasy series in October 2016, and the first draft of 
writing and subsequent editing started the following 
spring. I published Four Sunrises: Book I of Through 

the Tenebris on Amazon Kindle as an eBook on 
October 25th, 2019. Silverbrook: Book II of Through 

the Tenebris, was published just two months later on 
December 21st, 2019. I am in the process of reworking 

the story for print version, and plan to publish 
paperback copies of the fantasy series sometime in 

2021. The stories chronicle a war between two 
kingdoms and four main characters in that world 

who share a mental connection that enables them to 
see each other's memories and thoughts. These 
humble characters are swept into the fray of 

international conflict, becoming instrumental pieces 
in the game of war. For lovers of everything from 
Harry Potter to Game of Thrones, this series has it 

all - mystery, magic, revolutions, and more!

- Joshua Maynard,
 on his book series, “Through the Tenebris”





 Great news!
Submissions are already open for the second issue of Peak! We’d 
love to showcase your art and writing in our next issue, which 

will be published near the end of this semester. We can’t wait to 
see your paintings, drawings, music, photography, poetry, 

creative writing, short stories, and more!

- HOW TO SUBMIT -
Send your work (up to 8 pieces) to 

peakmagazineaahs@gmail.com 
with the following information:

Your name
Your grade

Your submission(s) 
The name(s) of your piece(s)

A short description of your piece(s) [optional]

Please keep literary submissions under 1,000 words. 

By submitting, you agree to the following:

We reserve the right to reject submissions based on obscenity, vulgarity, 
consistent grammatical errors, and content that is inappropriate for school 

and/or advocates illegal activities.



Created by Chamberlain
& Creed Bauman


